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Miley Cyrus is twerking back to the MTV Video Music
Awards as the show’s host. The 25-year-old singer-
actress revealed on her social media accounts

Monday that she’s helming the Aug. 30 ceremony. Cyrus
announced the gig by posting a photo of herself in an alien
costume with sandwich boards that read “MTV won’t let me
perform” and “so I’m hosting this year’s VMAs.”

A scantily clad Cyrus shocked audiences with a rump-shak-
ing performance alongside Robin Thicke at the 2013 MTV
Video Music Awards. Cyrus won the video of the year trophy at

last year’s show and invited a young homeless man named
Jesse Helt on stage to accept the trophy on her behalf. The
2015 MTV Video Music Awards will air live on MTV from the
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. — AP

Miley Cyrus to host MTV 
Video Music Awards

Miley Cyrus appears onstage for a Mike Will
Made It performance at the Fader Fort

Presented by Converse during the SXSW
Music Festival in Austin, Texas. — AP

In this promotional photo provided by Slovenian conceptual band ‘Laibach’, the band’s members are depicted. A poster is announcing the band’s show in North Korea. A poster is announcing the band’s show in North Korea.

For a band inspired by art in totalitarian
regimes, a gig in North Korea is a dream come
true. Slovenia’s iconic Laibach - whose music is

described as a mixture of industrial rock and
Kraftwerk-style electronics, but which is also known
for its controversial use of authoritarian imagery -
has recently announced it will play two concerts in
Pyongyang next month.

The tour will coincide with the ceremonies mark-
ing the 70th anniversary of the Korean peninsula’s
liberation from Japanese colonization, and will
include Laibach’s own music as well as popular
Korean songs, spokesman Ivan Novak told the
Associated Press. “Originally, we invited ourselves
and then they invited us,” Novak said. Formed in
1980, when Slovenia was still part of Communist-
run Yugoslavia, Laibach  immediately stirred contro-
versy with its name - German for Slovenia’s capital
city Ljubljana - and because it used a black cross as
one of its symbols.

This alone was enough for an official ban by the
regime born out of anti-fascist struggle during
World War II, which formally came into force in 1983
after Laibach locked the door of a concert hall and
played the sound of a dog barking extremely loudly
for almost half an hour.

For the next few years, Laibach moved abroad.
The group’s visual style included wearing military
uniforms on stage and toying with Socialist-era
imagery while playing almost martial-style songs,
sung in a husky, deep voice. Despite being criticized
as too dark, the band has always insisted that it is in
fact exploring the relation between ideology, poli-
tics and art. One of its main slogans states that “art
and totalitarianism do not exclude each other.”

Political support
Over the years, Laibach has gained an important

place on Slovenia’s art scene - the band’s retrospec-
tive currently is part of an exhibition of the Neue
Slowenishe Kunst (New Slovenian Art) movement at
the Modern Gallery in Ljubljana. Novak said the
band has always wanted to visit North Korea and
remembers clearly the visit in 1977 to the country
by then Yugoslav communist leader Josip Broz Tito.
Novak rejected the possibility that the trip will
amount to political support for the North Korean
communist regime - viewed as an isolationist dicta-
torship in the West.

“We never support the regime anywhere where
we perform ... but we do support the people who
live there,” Novak said. He explained that the band

has found inspiration for its art in North Korea’s “big
stadium events, with their human pixels for
instance.”“All Korea is practicing superb pop art.
Superb,” he insisted. “From the point of view of art
history, they should actually protect the whole
country, they should put it in a museum of pop art.”

Performed for expats
Laibach concerts on Aug. 19-20 are planned for

an audience of 1,000 each time. Several pop singers
and bands from South Korea have performed in the
north in the past, while British singer David Thomas
Broughton has said he performed once for expats in
North Korea. Laibach’s performance, however, will
mark the first encounter with a visually charged
band from the West. “We will adjust and adapt our
program to the Korean situation and audience,”
Novak said. “We will perform a gentle version of
Laibach.” — AP

North Korea gig fits well with iconic Slovenian band’s image

Photo taken in Ljubljana, Slovenia,
leader of Slovenian conceptual band

‘Laibach’ Ivan Novak talks to The
Associated Press during an interview,

in front of the band’s posters at an
exhibition. — AP photos

If you’ve ever wondered what might have happened to Job if
had a strong left hook, “Southpaw” may be the film for you. The
rapid descent of light heavyweight champ Billy Hope (Jake

Gyllenhaal) in Antoine Fuqua’s boxing drama is of biblical propor-
tions. Not weeks after Hope - rich, happy, successful - has defend-
ed his belt and unblemished record, a fatal altercation strips him
of his family, his mansion and his career. This being a boxing film,
redemption is as much a certainty as a training montage. But
Fuqua, an avid boxer himself, has pushed the pugilist parable
even further. “Southpaw” is downright Old Testament.

As a tale of transformation, “Southpaw” functions two ways.
There’s the story of Billy Hope striving to build his life back. And
then there’s the tale of the actor who plays him. The latter packs
the bigger punch. Our first real view of Gyllenhaal is of him
streaming toward the camera, emerging from a hazy blur a
snarling, bloody spit of rage, rampaging across the ring. The shot,
in a way, is fitting. Gyllenhaal, as one of the most exciting leading
men in Hollywood, is coming into focus, even as he’s eluding the
frame. His maturation as an intense, all-in shape-shifter has
become especially clear of late in films like “Nightcrawler” and
“Prisoners.” “Southpaw” is him romping in his new weight class.

Mumbled moments
Much has already been made of Gyllenhaal’s bulking up for

“Southpaw,” and it’s indeed impressive. But beyond the startling

sight of the actor we once knew as Donnie Darko covered in mus-
cles and tattoos, Gyllenhaal’s performance is most dynamic in his
tender, mumbled moments with his wife, Maureen (Rachel
McAdams) or daughter Leila (Oona Laurence). Outside of the ring,
his Billy Hope sounds like a guy who’s been knocked around.

Fuqua plunges immediately into Hope’s title defense against a
brash rival Miguel Escobar (Miguel Gomez). The director (“Training
Day,” “The Equalizer”) prefers a visceral directness (he has made a
comeback movie about a boxer named Hope, after all) and he’s
favored a far more straightforward, accurate view inside the ring
than, say, the impressionistic poetry of Scorsese’s “Raging Bull.”
Instead, Fuqua and cinematographer Mauro Fiore have shot their
fight scenes like broadcast television, copying its camera angles
and piping in the commentary of announcers Jim Lampley and
Roy Jones Jr For better or worse, the fight scenes of “Southpaw”
almost feel more like a pay-per-view stream than a movie.

Realism, though, is soon swapped for melodrama thicker than
a heavy bag. As Hope and his wife exit a gala fundraiser, Escobar
taunts him. Unable to resist, Hope reacts and a melee ensues that
leaves Maureen dead from a stray bullet. It’s a wrenching, chaotic
scene (McAdams is on a good, grittier run of late) that’s followed
by more tragedy. As Hope spirals, his daughter is taken away from
him and the money suddenly dries up. His promoter-manager
(Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson) is little help as Hope wallows, adding the
inevitable suffix of his second act: “less.”

Fountain of redemption
Once rock bottom is sufficiently reached for maximum eventu-

al payoff, Hope begins righting himself in that fountain of
redemption: the rundown boxing gym. Who cannot be healed by
its sweaty waters? He turns to an unglamorous trainer named Tick
Willis (the reliably excellent Forest Whitaker), who spouts all the
wisdom of boxing and life that a corner man should. He teaches
Billy precision and self-defense, turning him into a fighter in con-
trol of his emotions.

If the footwork of “Southpaw,” written by Kurt Sutter (“Sons of
Anarchy”), is never light as a feather, its heart is seldom in doubt.
The solid acting, led by Gyllenhaal and Whitaker, liven up the
clichÈs, and Fuqua’s deep affection for the sport gives the movie a
brisk, entertaining earnestness. In bloody close-ups and bruising
sounds, Fuqua captures the blinding brutality inside the ring. But
his faith is never in question: This is a parable that believes
strongest in boxing, itself. “Southpaw,” a Weinstein Co. release, is
rated R by the Motion Picture Association of America for “lan-
guage throughout and some violence.” Running time: 119 min-
utes. Two and a half stars out of four. — AP

Cosby footage cut
from documentary
on black stuntmen

Footage of Bill Cosby has been cut from the
upcoming documentary “Painted Down”
about black stuntmen. According to produc-

er Nonie Robinson, the decision was made in the
wake of recent revelations in unsealed court depo-
sitions that Cosby had drugged women with
Quaaludes in order to have sex with them. “It’s the
right thing to do in light of the recent court depo-
sition being made public,” she said.

See More:Bill  Cosby Scandal: Fans Feel
Sadness, Not Sympathy In his interview for the
documentary, Cosby said he became aware of the
lack of black stuntmen when a white stuntman
applied make-up in order to double for Cosby on
the TV series “I Spy.” “I looked at him and the lady is
putting black - not a deep brown-she’s putting
black around this guy, eyes and everything,” Cosby
said in the interview for the documentary. Cosby
objected and a black stuntman was subsequently
hired to double for him. — Reuters

Bill Cosby pauses during a news conference about
the upcoming exhibit at the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of African Art in Washington. —AP

A pugilist parable of transformation in ‘Southpaw’

Review

This photo provided by The Weinstein Company shows, Jake Gyllenhaal, center right, as Billy Hope,
and Forest Whitaker, center left, as Titus ‘Tick’ Wills, in the film, ‘Southpaw.’ 

Antoine Fuqua, left, and Jake Gyllenhaal, pose for a portrait in promotion of
their new film ‘Southpaw’. — AP photos


